In order to prove this formula let p" (v = 1, 2, • • • , n) be the w zeros of f (1/2+2) for which 0 <7" < T and 0 g/3" < 1/2. We require the following lemma: Then
This is a form of Carleman's theorem which can be proved by a method of proof analogous to that of Littlewood's theorem (Titchmarsh [3, pp. 130-134]).
Let T be a contour describing C, K and the corresponding part of the imaginary axis, and let p" be a point interior to T, and log(s -p") be taken as its principal value. We write G as a contour describing T in positive direction to the point iy vi then along the segment y-jv, 0<x<p y --r, and describing a small circle with center 3 = p", radius r, then going back along the negative side of this segment to iy vi and then along T to the starting point.
By Cauchy's theorem we get ƒ.
log (3 -p") , dz = 0. 
